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Topics to be revised

Where/How you can revise these
topics



Some aspects of free time and leisure

Information is below



A visit to Paris – past events using perfect tense

Key Skills/Assessment Objectives being assessed
Listening, Reading and Writing skills will be assessed

Specifics for this exam
Listening – a variety of listening tasks
Reading – a variety of reading tasks including a translation from French to English
Writing – 2 elements – 4 phrases, a 40 word question and a translation

Key Vocabulary/Terminology you must know
Listening and Reading Papers
 Review as many of the topics in the blue vocab lists as you can – Module 1 and 2. Use the online
tasks to help.
 Ensure specific listening and reading skills are used during the assessment. More below.
Writing Paper
 Make sure you know Year 7 / 8 opinion structures as a minimum listed on your current vocab
sheet at front of books.
 Remember to use the following where appropriate:‐
a) a variety of opinions / reasons at every opportunity.
b) Knowing the past tense of regular and irregular verbs with ‘je’ eg: j’ai visité / j’ai mangé / je suis
allé / j’ai bu / j’ai pris…
c) Knowing other subjects like ‘on / il / nous / elle’ will mean you can write about other people.
d) Knowing opinions in the past eg: c’était formidable! J’ai trouvé ça super!

Ways to revise








Use vocab sheet to make sure you know key nouns and adjectives – both English to French and
French to English
Listening and Reading Skills – are you aware of which to apply in assessments? Cognates? Words
you already know? Use of highlighting? Check your pink sheet in your books to review.
For Writing paper:‐
Qu.1 – use the same verb – il y a – for each sentence. Keep it simple!
Qu.2 Bullet Points 60 words task ‐ keep structure straightforward on this longer text question
(make notes on this during the lesson). Use your extended writing tasks to help prepare too. If
you can recall the text you will do well. You will have to write about pastimes as well as a Paris
trip.
Qu.3 Translation English to French – you will use different tenses and vocabulary from Module 1
and 2. Make sure your sentences make sense once complete!
You will write in the past tense. Remember the structure ‘j’ai / je suis + _________ é / I / u / t / s
If you learn a list of past tenses you will do well on questions 2 and 3
Use opinions/reason structures you are confident with and are accurate – c’est = it’s / c’était = it
was / j’ai trouvé ça… = I found it… These are on blue vocab sheet – do you know them?





Conjunctions are important for the longer text, use them! Et / mais / aussi / parce que…
Sequencers will tie your story together – d’abord / puis / ensuite / apres / finalement
For the translation, you will need to know verbs in present and past tense.

Websites/Books you could use
Active Learn – https://www.pearsonactivelearn.com/app/Home
I have assigned tasks to revise from Module 1 and 2 which focus on grammar and vocabulary.
This will be the best online preparation you can do. Use the login from previous tasks – UN
joe.bloggs@taw.org.uk PW priory123

Notes From Revision Lesson

